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I have the honour to inform Your Excellency tiit it is the desire of the 

Government of Gnyana to seek membership of the United N&ions. For this purpose 

I shall be grateful if Ymr Excellency would consider this letter as constituting 

a formal application in that behalf. 

I enclose a declaration to the effect that Guyana accepts the obligations 

cmtained in the United Nations Charter and undertakes to fulfil them. 

Accept, etc. 

(Signed) L.F.S. BUFZWAM 
Prirre Ninfster 

G-15577 1. . . . 



The fine esauple given on this occasion by thi- Dcminican people may be 
pointed out to all as a demonstration of political maturity and moral 
health. 

"The secrecy of the ballot has been observed, notuithstanding the 
scmetimes precarious conditions of the premises where the votinG vas done, 
by the installation of smallbcoths closed with paper or cloth curtains. 
Each voter received a ballot of each of the parties and entered the closed 
chamber -with these and the corresponding envelope and there selected the 
ballot he uis!led to put in the envelope, discarding the others. 

"IV. Public forces --- 

"During Election Day the public force has been entirely under the 
orders of the election authorities. Tne eleci;ions uere conducted ix 
perfect order and no observer mentions in his report any intervention 
by the public force. Agents carried cut their guard duty prudently and 
seriously and without any intervention in tine electoral process. NO 
obstruction 1:~s observed to the ham of any vo~,er, nor uas there any 
hindrance of his access TO the polls. 

"V. tieneral opinion 

"I believe that I interpret the opinion of all the observers in 
stating to the President as a general evaluation that we firmly believe 
that ue have been witnesses to an outstanding act of democratic purity 
that is a credit to the political and election authorities, to the 
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The Government of Guyana hereby declares that it accepts the obligations 

contained in the United Nations Charter and undertakes to fulfil them. 


